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Choice Nest Surprize

This is an excerpt of some notes on COP: Control Oriented Programming;
It involves only the Choice form (selection or If construct), which is
first done in general, graphically, or in pseudo Code, and then done also in Java.

Some problems are shown at the end.

Suggestions, comments, errors, etc are appreciated.
You could send me other code for the  Grades problem.

John Motil

These notes do not begin at the beginning, with simple Choices,
but rather concentrate on nested Choices.
If you would like to see other such notes email me at:

jmotil@csun.edu
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Charge: many Ways!
Charge, or cost, depends 
on age, as follows:
Those 12 or less pay $2,
those between 13 and 21
(inclusive) pay $3,
those over 21 but 65 or
less pay $5, and those
over 65 pay $4.

There are many ways here!
(one is wrong; find it!)

 There are even more ways to do this Charge: find some of them before reading further.
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Left Nest Right Nest

Balanced Nest Mixed Nest Mixed Nest
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 There are even more ways (dozens) to get this cost: try to find some more of them.

 0 < age <= 12

cost = 2

T

age <= 65 cost = 5T

cost = 4

cost = 3T

cost = 2

age > 12 cost = 3T

cost = 2

age > 21 cost = 5T

age > 65 cost = 4T

age <= 21
T

T
age <= 12

T

21 < age <= 65

cost = 5

T

12 < age <= 21

cost = 3

T

 age > 65

cost = 4

T

More Charge: with a series of Choices
All the previous Charge algorithms involved a nesting of Choices, one within another.
Charge can also be done with a series of choices one following another, in many ways as shown. 
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LEAP NOT LEAP NOT

year divisible by 4

year div 100

y d 400

T F

T

T
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year div by 400
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year div by 100
T F

T T
y div 4y dv 400

Many Leaps: Which is Best?

First, is worst, in terms of efficiency. The most common path (where the year is not divisible by 4 (nor 100
or 400), occurs three fourths of the time, and it is the longest path, involving 3 decisions. But it happens
to be the easiest to code; it has "nice" nested choices.

Second, is best in terms of efficiency or speed, for the most common path is also the shortest (75 percent
of the time involving only one decision, and 1 percent of the time involving 3 decisions). The corresponding
code is not the "nicest".

Third, involves exactly two decisions for every path. It has a simple symmetry.

A year is a leap year if it is divisible by 4, but if it is divisible by 100 then it is not a leap year unless it is also
divisible by 400. So 2000 was a leap year, but 1900 was not and 2100 will not be a leap year.

The following three algorithms are all equivalent; you may wish to test them; some typical test values are:
2000, 1900, 1984 and 2001. Which algorithm do you prefer? Why?

First Second Third
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Measuring Algorithms: Average Number of Decisions (optional)

It is sometimes useful to measure algorithms; one way is to count the decisions. As an example, let us consider
the previous Charge problem which had many algorithms, some of which are given  below.

The first algorithm does exactly 2 decisions for every test. In the second algorithm there may be 1, 2 or 3
decisions in a path through the test. Sometimes the probabilities of each path are known (say 0.4 of
seniors, then 0.3. 0.2, and finally only 0.1 of youth under 12). Then the average path length is the sum of
weighted products of the probability and length:
   meanLen =  p4 * L4 + p5 * L5 + p3 * L3 + p2 * L2
           =  (0.1*3) + (0.2*3) + (0.3*2) + (0.4*1)
           =  1.9 decisions

If the probabilities are just reversed (so the larger 0.4 represents youth) then
   meanLen =  0.4 * 3 + 0.3 * 2 + 0.3 * 2 + 0.1* 1
           =  2.6 decisions

These numbers support our intuition; sometimes the average length of path is larger than 2, sometimes
less; it depends on the probabilities. You check out the last algorithm for these two sets of probabilities.
Surprize!
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Another way of computing the average number is decisions is to draw a graph of the tree corresponding to
the probabilities. For example some previous Charge algorithms are repeated below, and the corresponding
trees with probabilities follow. Begin from theleaves and sum the nodes up the root (always sum to 1.0).
Recall that p2 = 0.1, p3 = 0.2, p4 = 0.3 and p5 = 0.4).

The average number of decisions is simply the sum of the probabilities of the inner nodes of the trees,
shown within dotted box. Why? Using such tree diagrams is a way of averaging without multiplication!
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Average Decisions: a simpler way, avoiding multiplication
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if (   cond   ) {

}else if ( cond ){

}else{

actions

}//end if

actions

O..n

O..1

Choice Form (If-ElseIfs-Else-EndIf)

if (hours < 40.0) {
    rateFactor = 1.0;
}else if (hours < 60.0)  {
    rateFactor = 1.5;
}else if (hours < 90.0)  {
    rateFactor = 2.0;
}else if (hours < 168.0) {
    rateFactor = 3.0;

}else{ // hours > 7 * 24

    rateFactor = 0.0;

    // error message
}//end if

Example: Weekly Pay Rate

C1

C2

A1

Ai

An

Graphic PseudoCode (Jr language)

If ( <cond> )   then

ElseIf (<cond>) then

... ...

Else

     <actions>

EndIf

Syntax of Java Choice

actions

actions

<actions>

<actions>

Nice Nests of Choices involve Choices in which all the nesting occurs to the right.
In such a particular case, and only in such a case, the “ElseIf” form may be used.
This most general form of the Choice is shown below; it allows many “else if “ parts.
The parts within the dotted boxes may be repeated many times (from 0 to n), but
the dashed boxes (containing an “else”) are optional; there may be 0 or 1 of these.

Coding of Choices in Java (vs the previous PseudoCode)
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if (  cond   ) {

}else if cond  {

}else{

actions

}//end if

actions

actions

O..n

O..1

If-ElseIfs-Else-EndIf

if (  cond   ) {

 actions

}//end if

If-EndIf

if (  cond    ) {

}else{

 actions

}//end if

actions

If-Else-EndIf

if (  cond    ) {

else if ( cond ){

 actions

}//end if

actions
O..n

If-ElseIf-EndIf

if (  cond   ) {

}else if (cond) {

}else{

actions

}//end if

actions

actions

Choice syntax as Tiles
if ( cond  ) {

actions

}//end if

if ( cond  ) {

}else{

actions

}//end if

actions

if ( cond ) {

}else if ( cond ){

actions

}//end if

actions

Choice Syntax as Stencils
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Charge computes the amount to charge  admission for someone, depending on the age.

// Name An Onymous
// Does Charge depending on age
// Shows Choice form

   int age, charge;
   
   JJS.outputString ("Enter age :"); 
   age = JJS.inputInt ();
   JJS.outputlnInt (age);

// Nesting to the right
   if (age <= 12) {
      charge = 2;
   }else{
      if (age <= 21) {
         charge = 3;
      }else{
         if (age <= 65) {
            charge = 5;
         }else{
            charge = 4;
         }//end if
      }//end if
   }//end if

   JJS.outputString ("Charge is ");
   JJS.outputInt (charge); 

Enter age :
10
Charge is 2

// Nested to the left
   if (age > 12) {
      if (age > 21) {
         if (age > 65) {
            charge = 4;
         }else{
            charge = 5;
         }//end if
      }else{
         charge = 3;
      }//end if
   }else{
      charge = 2;
   }//end if

Charge depends on age:

  age  1 to 12 charge $2

  age 13 to 21 charge $3

  age 22 to 65 charge $5

  age 66 on up charge $4
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Charge again, at the right, using a series of simpler (If-then) Choices.

 // Name An Onymous
 // Does Charge depending on age
 // Shows nested and series Choices

    int age, charge;
   
    JJS.outputString ("Enter age :"); 
    age = JJS.inputInt ();
    JJS.outputlnInt (age);

    if (age <= 12) {
       charge = 2;
    }else{
       if (age <= 21) {
          charge = 3;
       }else{
          if (age <= 65) {
             charge = 5;
          }else{
             charge = 4;
          }//end if
        }//end if
    }//end if

    JJS.outputString ("Charge is ");
    JJS.outputInt (charge); 

A typical run:

Enter age :
10
Charge is 2

Enter age :
20
Charge is 3

charge = 2;

if (age > 12) {
   charge = 3;
}//end if

if (age > 21) {
   charge = 5;
}//end if

if (age > 65) {
   charge = 4;
}//end if

Do Charge again;
begin with age 21
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Charge yet again, at the right, using a “nice” nest of (If-Then ElseIf-Else) Choices.

// Name An Onymous
// Does Charge depending on age
// Shows Choice form

   int age, charge;
   
   JJS.outputString ("Enter age :"); 
   age = JJS.inputInt ();
   JJS.outputlnInt (age);

   if (age <= 12) {
      charge = 2;
   }else{
      if (age <= 21) {
         charge = 3;
      }else{
         if (age <= 65) {
            charge = 5;
         }else{
            charge = 4;
         }//end if
      }//end if
   }//end if

   JJS.outputString (”Charge is ");
   JJS.outputInt (charge); 

Enter age :
10
Charge is 2

if (age <= 12) {
   charge = 2;

}else if (age <= 21) {
   charge = 3;

}else if (age <= 65) {
   charge = 5;

}else{  // age > 65
   charge = 4;

}//end if

Finally, in this one case with all:
      1.  nesting to the right, and
      2. every else followed by if, and
      3. all endIfs are together,
only then can we use Else-Ifs and
also drop the multi endIfs!
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a  b

F  F  none

F  T  none

T  F   X

T  T  X,Y

test result

   If (a) then
      X
      If (b) then
         Y
      EndIf
   EndIf

   If (a) then
      If (b) then
         X
      EndIf
      Y
   EndIf

   If (a) then
      If (b) then
         X
      EndIf
   Else
      Y
   EndIf        

Problem: Analyse Small Choices (in pseudoCode):
Fill in a test table (or truth table, as shown to the right)
corresponding to each of the following codes involving two
conditions a,b and three actions X, Y, and Z .
Diagrams may be useful. Are any of the pairs equivalent?
The table shows the results for the first code.
A Java version follows next; it seems more complex.

   If (a) then
      X
   Else
      If (b) then
         Y
      EndIf
   EndIf

   If (b) then
      X
   Else
      If (a) then
         Y
      EndIf
      X
   EndIf

   If (a) then
      X
   Else
      Y
      If (b) then
         Z
      EndIf
   EndIf        

first second third

fourth fifth sixth

first
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a  b

F  F

F  T

T  F

T  T

test result

// first
   if (a) {
      X;
      if (b) {
         Y;
      }//EndIf
   }//EndIf

// second
   if (a) {
      if (b) {
         X;
      }//EndIf
      Y;
   }//EndIf

// third
   if (a) {
      if (b) {
         X;
      }//EndIf
   }else{
      Y;
   }//EndIf        

Problems: Java nests
Fill in a test table (or truth table, as shown to the right)
corresponding to each of the following codes involving two
conditions a,b and three actions X, Y, and Z .
Note that the first one can be written linearly as:
   if (a) { X; if (b) { Y;} }
Does this help?

// fourth
   if (a) {
      X;
   }else{
      if (b) {
         Y;
      }//EndIf
   }//EndIf

// fifth
   if (b) {
      X;
   }else{
      if (a) {
         Y;
      }//EndIf
      X;
   }//EndIf

// sixth
   if (a) {
      X;
   }else{
      Y;
      if (b) {
         Z;
      }//EndIf
   }//EndIf        
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Problems on Analysis of Flows in Choices
1. Mean Charge
Compute the average path length and charge for the following probabilites,
and determine which are the best lengths and charges
  p2 = 0.1,  p3 = 0.1,  p4 = 0.1,  p5 = 0.7
  p2 = 0.1,  p3 = 0.4,  p4 = 0.3,  p5 = 0.2
  p2 = 0.6,  p3 = 0.2,  p4 = 0.1,  p5 = 0.1

2. Mean Length again
Compute the average length of path if the probabilities are equal: 
all at 0.25.

3. Code Charge
Code the various Charge algorithms in pseudoCode and Java.

4. Code Leap
Code the various Leap algorithms, in  pseudoCode or Java.

5. Grades
An algorithm describing a grading scheme is as follows:
a percent of 90 to 100 gets a grade of "A",
a percent of 80 to 89  gets a grade of "B",
a percent of 60 to 79  gets a grade of "C",
a percent of 50 to 59  gets a grade of "D",
a percent of   0 to 49  gets a grade of "F".
Provide many (at least 4) algorithms to output a grade given a percent. Code them.
Find each average length if pA = 0.1, pB = 0.2, pC = 0.4, pD = 0.2, pF = 0.1.
Which algorithm is better if pA = 0.4, pB =0.3, pC = 0.2, pD = 0.1?
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More Leaps
The following algorithm indicates whether a given year is a leap year.
Write Java code corresponding to these.

  For each of the above three algorithms, write a boolean assignment command isLeap 
  which determines if a given year is a leap year.Hint: follow the paths, two lead to the truth.

Use the following three boolean assignments 
  yrDiv4   = ( (yr % 4  ) == 0);
  yrDiv100 = ( (yr % 100) == 0);
  yrDiv400 = ( (yr % 400) == 0);

LEAP NOT LEAP NOT

year divisible by 4

year div 100

y d 400

T F

T

T

LEAP NOT LEAP NOT

year div by 400

yr div by 100

y div 4

T F

T

T

LEAP NOT LEAP NOT

year div by 100
T F

T T
y div 4y dv 400

First Second Third
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LEAP NOT LEAP NOT

year divisible by 4

year div 100

y d 400

T F

T

T

LEAP NOT LEAP NOT

year div by 400

yr div by 100

y div 4

T F

T

T

LEAP NOT LEAP NOT

year div by 100
T F

T T
y div 4y dv 400

Many Leap solutions (some braces can be eliminated)
First Second Third

// Leap2: nest left
   if (yD4) {
      if (yD100) {
         if (yD400) {
            isLeap = true;
         }else{
            isLeap = false;
         }//endif D400
      }else{
         isLeap = true;
      }//endif D100
   }else{
      isLeap = false;
   }//endif D4 

// Leap1: right nest
   if (yD400) {
      isLeap = true;
   }else{
      if (yD100) {
         isLeap = false;
      }else{
         if (yD4) {
            isLeap = true;
         }else{
            isLeap = false;
         }//endif D4
      }//endif D100
   }//endif D400

// Leap3: balanced nest
   if (yD100) {
      if (yD400) {
         isLeap = true;
      }else{
         isLeap = false;
      }//endif D400
   }else{
      if (yD4) {
         isLeap = true;
      }else{
         isLeap = false;
      }//endif D4
   }//endif D100

isLeap = (yD4 & yD100 & yD400)
  | (yD4 & ! yD100);

isLeap = yD400 | (! yD100 & yD4);   isLeap = (yD100 & yD400) | 
        (!yD100 & yD4);


